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Abstract Modern bibliographic databases contain significant amount of informa-
tion on publication activities of research communities. Researchers regularly en-
counter challenging task of selecting a co-author for joint research publication or
searching for authors, whose papers are worth reading. We propose a new rec-
ommender system for finding possible collaborator with respect to research inter-
ests. The recommendation problem is formulated as a link prediction within the
co-authorship network. The network is derived from the bibliographic database and
enriched by the information on research papers obtained from Scopus and other
publication ranking systems.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, researchers have to deal with hundreds of papers to become familiar
with their fields of study. However, the number of the papers exceeds human abili-
ties to read them all. The most common way to select relevant articles is by sorting
a list of all articles according to a citation index and choosing some articles from
the top of the list. However, such a method does not take into account the author
professional specialization. Another way of selecting suitable articles is to choose
articles of well-known authors. A more advanced methods was proposed by New-
man in [13, 14], where he ranked authors according to the collaboration weight or
values of centrality metrics such as degree and betweenness in the co-authorship
network. In [12] authors decided to cluster authors at a co-authorship network who
studied a particular disease, while in [4] authors gave a representation of finance net-
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work analysis. In [9, 17] the authors studied correlation between citation indexes
and centrality measures in a co-authorship network and in [15] predicted citation
indexes from centrality metrics. There are also exist numeral publication studying
general features of co-authorship networks in various science fields [13, 16, 18].
The methods and applications of network analysis were described in [19].

In this paper we present a co-authorship network based on papers co-authored
by researchers from the National Research University Higher School of Economics
(HSE). HSE authors often have publications in collaboration with non-HSE authors,
so it is necessary to include such authors to the network but the recommender system
gives recommendations only among HSE researchers. Non-HSE authors were added
in order to calculate network nodes metrics more precisely.

We started by taking a relational database of all publications written by NRU
HSE authors. We cleaned the database by removing duplicate records and incon-
sistencies, unified author identifiers and filled in missing data. An undirected co-
authorship graph was constructed with authors as graph nodes and edges containing
lists of jointly published papers. We added all publication attributes from the uni-
versity portal and subject areas and categories from Scopus Journal Ranking [5, 6].
Publication quality was taken from its quartile in SJR ranking for the publication
year, computed as maximal (or average) over different categories per journal. In-
formation about authors administrative units and declared author research interests
was also included as node features.

The co-authorship graph can help to answer a variety of research questions about
collaboration patterns: distribution of number of papers written by an author and
distribution of number of collaborators, density of graph communities, dependency
on research area and administrative units, evolution of collaborations over time etc.
We use the graph to power a co-author recommender system. The system gives rec-
ommendations of authors that have interests similar to the chosen author or whose
co-authorship pattern is similar to that of the author. More specifically, for a selected
author the system generates a ranked list of authors whose papers could be relevant
to him, and authors themselves could be good candidates for collaboration.

2 Author Similarity Score

Let us consider problem of finding authors with similar interests to a selected au-
thor. We formulate this recommendation problem as a problem of link prediction in
the network and use similarity between network nodes for prediction. The compar-
ative analysis of network similarity metrics is provided in [10].

All similarity metrics can be divided into two types. The first four metrics from
the Table 1 are standard similarity metrics described in [10]. Since nodes of the
co-authorship network represents known authors from HSE, one can also define ad-
ditional content based features for similarity metrics between authors’. We used the
following content based features: ithe number of fields of journals, the number of pa-
pers, the number of papers in journals of high quartiles, the number of papers during
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past 3 years, etc., local clustering coefficients, degree, betweenness and eigenvector
centrality metrics, position and seniority. We calculated cosine similarity for a vec-
tor consisting of normalized values of the feature parameters and “interests” metric
for the journals where papers where published.

Table 1 Similarity metrics

Similarity metric Definition

common neighbors sim(vi,v j) = |N(vi)∩N(v j)| where N(v) is number of neighbours and
v, vi,v j are nodes

Jaccards coefficient sim(vi,v j) =
|N(vi)∩.N(v j)|
|N(vi)∪N(v j)|

Adamic/Adar sim(vi,v j) = ∑v∈N(vi)∩N(v j)
1

ln |N(v)|
graph distance length of the shortest path between vi and v j

cosine sim(a,b) = (a,b)
||a||·||b||

interests normalized number of common journal SJR areas

3 Choosing subgraphs for a training set

HSE co-authorship network contains nodes that represent authors from different
fields of study and departments. In [13] Newman showed that researchers from dif-
ferent scientific areas form new connections differently. So we first created overlap-
ping groups of authors from similar affiliation and scientific interests.

We start with forming department subgraph, defined by unit staff membership
for HSE co-authors. We then construct a feature vector for a department consisting
of over 30 different descriptive statistics of the department subgraph, quantities of
publications and normalized publications activity of the researchers with respect to
different time intervals and quartiles. We considered two departments similar, if the
norm of the difference between their feature vectors is less than the median of the
distances between the pairs of the feature vectors for all departments.

We select candidates from each department by the following procedure. Initially,
all the authors from the department, as well as the authors from similar depart-
ments are considered as candidates. Every author with the same areas of journals
as those of the selected author’s department is also added as a candidate. We used
five methods of community detection on the co-authorship network, such as label
propagation [7], fastgreedy [11], louvain [3], walktrap [8], infomap [2], and created
five candidate sets by unifying the previous set with all the found communities con-
taining authors from the previous set. Finally, all non-HSE authors were removed
from these sets. The Euler diagram of the obtained groups is shown at the Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Euler diagram of group
of authors among which
recommendations will be
given
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4 Recommender system

We used linear regression on normalized feature vectors to predict new links. We
applied lasso regularization and choose high regularization parameter. Equation 1
shows a lasso regression, where X is matrix of similarity metrics values, Y is a
vector indicating links’ presences, λ is a regularization parameter and N is a number
of similarity metrics.{

1
N (Y −Xθ)T (Y −Xθ)+λ ||θ ||1 −→minθ

||θ ||< λ
(1)

Let us describe the process of constructing the recommender system similar to
[1]. For a given researcher we form corresponding subgraphs for training sets from
the previous section and choose only that contained our researcher. We construct
linear regression model for each of the groups, taking as positive examples links in
the chosen subgraph, and the same number of negative examples as missing links in
the same subgraph. For a fixed group we choose one community detection method
with the highest precision among five corresponding to different clustering methods
(see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of constructing a recommender system
Data: N - co-authrship network
Result: {θ} - regression coefficients for each group, {G} - groups
begin
{G}←− all groups, five for each department
for G ∈ {G} do

Xtrain←− features of links and the same number n of features of nonexistence links
Ytrain←− (1 . . .1,0 . . .0) with n units and n zeros
(θ ,λ )←− calculate regression coefficients fitting λ for highest precision

{G}←− select one group for each department
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After we compute all linear models for each of the groups, we can describe the
scheme of making a recommendation. At first, we choose a group with the highest
precision corresponding to one of the departments, which the selected author be-
longs to. A group should be fixed because an author may belong to several depart-
ments simultaneously. Secondly, we take a normalized vector of predictions from
linear regression. We provide a ranked list of recommendation ordered by the pre-
dicted values that are greater than 0.5.

5 Results

We predicted links between those authors that have written from k = 1 to k = 5
papers together and obtained a series of, so called, “strong” subgraphs to use in
cross-validation. For all the pairs of k1/k2-subgraphs we calculated the predictions
for the “stronger” subgraph. For each group, we build two subgraphs induced by
authors from a group in the corresponding stronger subgraph. We find the difference
of the link sets for k1 and k2 stronger subgraphs (k1 < k2). If the difference is not
empty, we prepare the test sample as a set of links from the difference and the
same number of missing links from the links difference with features taken from the
stronger subgraph, otherwise, we change a group. For all the groups we calculate
average error rates for test and train sets over all pairs of thresholds values of k (see
Table 2). The area under the rock curve (AUC) and F1-measure are high, therefore,
normalized lasso regression is sufficient for binary classification.

Table 2 Similarity metrics

Precision Recall Accuracy F1-measure AUC

train data 0,916251 0,991259 0,9467785 0,949979 0,990913
test data 0,901435 0,867798 0,8733743 0,870438 0,923516

6 Conclusion

We developed a recommender system based on HSE co-authorship network. The
recommender system demonstrates promising results on predicting new collabora-
tions between existing authors and can fasten the process of finding collaborators
and relevant research papers. The the recommendation system can be also used
for new authors, who do not have any connections to HSE community. A further
analysis of the co-authorship network may help stating university policy to support
novice researchers and increase their publishing activity and estimate collaboration
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between the university departments. Though tested on HSE co-authorship network,
the approach can be easily applied to other networks.
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